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Visually Complex Documents
Words and 

images
Spatial arrangement and

graphical attributes + → Meaning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Distinct layers of text and images form a representation of in which spatial arrangement and graphical attributes provide components of the documents meaning in conjunction with the actual words or images of the document.



Cultural Heritage Documents 

• Old typesetting 
• Rich illustrations
• Technical drawings
• Draft manuscripts
• Visual structures



• Strengths
– Rich encoding models
– Analytical tools
– Useful theoretic foundations

• Strengths
– Rich visual content
– Key for scholarly work

• Weaknesses
– Omits key content
– Requires early formalization

• Weaknesses
– Little support for analysis 

or interaction
– Hard to use

Text Image

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From TEI: When Not to Use TEI (Lavignino)You need to understand your texts in order to translate them from stone or paper versions to digital versions. It is no doubt evident that transcribing anything written in a script you don't understand is hard to do well; but unfamiliar conventions of layout raise problems as well. (See, for example, Cloud on headings in George Herbert's Temple, and Hirst on little-known conventions of layout and markup that Mark Twain used.) There is less room in a digital edition for evading interpretive questions by printing something with an ambiguous appearance; in order to make the edition work as intended it is generally necessary to interpret features and not merely reproduce their appearance.In order to use the TEI approach you need also to believe in transcription. It is impossible for a transcription to reproduce the original object; it is always a selection of features from that object: the words but not their size on the page or the depth of the chisel marks, major changes in type style but not variations in the ink's darkness from page to page or over time. Any such features that do seem essential for a particular transcription can be encoded; what's impossible is notating every observable feature. And it may be that the creation of a digital description of such features has little value for analysis: what you really want may just be the opportunity to see an image of the original (assuming that the different selection of features involved in imaging is more acceptable). There are two common cases in which a transcription might be regarded more as an index of words in page images rather than as a reasonable working representation of the text: works intended as mixtures of words and images, and very complex draft manuscripts in which the sequence of text or inscription is difficult to make out.The appropriate scholarly tools for the early exploratory stages of a project may be pen and paper, or chalk and a large blackboard, or a word processor; some will find that the precision and formality required for TEI-encoded texts is not helpful at a stage when you may be entertaining many conflicting ideas about what sort of information will be in your edition and how it will be structured. Some may also find it most productive to start by thinking about ways in which the edition will be presented to its readers, and not in terms of the information structures needed to achieve that. Experience has shown that electronic texts that are closely tied to one mode of presentation tend to be short-lived; but thinking about an actual presentation to readers is still an effective way of working out what an edition is going to do, and in a later stage the design may be adapted for TEI encoding. The TEI Guidelines certainly aren't about particular texts or the scholarly goals behind publishing them, but working out our thinking on those points is one essential stage in making an edition. 



The appropriate scholarly tools for the early 
exploratory stages of a project may be pen 

and paper, or chalk and a large blackboard… 

John Lavagnino
When Not to Use TEI
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Presentation Notes
Stated another way, with respect to the work practices of humanities scholars, digital libraries provide powerful tools for publishing knowledge, but fail to support the basic work practices involved in developing that knowledge in the first place. Is this really a problem? Is there an alternative? I’m not denying the role paper and blackboards in scholarship. But, 



Key Requirements

Explore new ideas
Avoid precision and formality

Entertain conflicting ideas



Spatial Metaphor

Presenter
Presentation Notes
spatial arrangement and graphical attributes in conjunction with the actual words or images of the documentPossibly add illustration here.



Advantages of Spatial Metaphors

Early stage knowledge work
Avoid premature formalization

Visual representation
Direct manipulation of content 



. . . but,

Small, discrete “information 
objects” and Hierarchical 
“collections”

Large objects with 
complex internal structure

User authored content or 
surrogates for search 
results

Digital cultural heritage 
material and user 
authored derivatives

Textual content Image-focused content

Current Systems Proposed System

Rethink and redesign interaction affordances 
provided by current systems



Example: Decomposition



Example: Juxtaposition



• Macro-level structure
– Internal structure
– Part-whole relationships
– Relationships between documents

• Sub-document structure
– Manual content identification 
– Document image analysis support

• Text lines, words, ROI, color layers

Key Issues



critSpace



Summary

Support early stage, exploratory research 
involving visually complex documents

Rethink and extend the spatial metaphor 
interacting with documents

Decomposition and juxtaposition

Design and implement interface features
Deploy test applications
Evaluate system utility

Goal

Approach

Focus

Tasks



Contributions

Extend existing interaction metaphors 
to support visually complex documents

Understand how scholars use these 
metaphors 

Web-based implementation

Provide scholars with new tools to 
support early stage research

Theory

Practical

Systems

Users
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